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Abstract:
YOLO (You Only Look Once) as an efficient target detection algorithm has significant advantages in the field of image 
recognition and traffic sign detection. The continuous development of autonomous driving technology needs to be 
supported by an algorithm that can quickly and accurately identify traffic signs, vehicles, pedestrians and other important 
objects on the road. By using the YOLO algorithm, we can achieve fast and accurate recognition of traffic signs, which 
is of great significance for improving the safety of autonomous driving technology. This study firstly introduces the 
general framework of YOLO series algorithms, including the network structure, introduces the development history of 
YOLO series and analyses the characteristics of each generation of algorithms, then discusses the application of YOLO 
algorithms in the field of traffic sign recognition, and finally summarizes the existing problems and puts forward a few 
points of possible optimization directions in the future.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, automated car driving technology has 
been developing rapidly, and both semi-autonomous and 
fully automated driving systems need to interact with the 
outside world and make appropriate decisions in real time. 
In order for autonomous vehicles to drive safely in a vari-
able road environment, autonomous driving systems must 
follow the same traffic rules as human drivers. One of the 
most important pieces of information includes traffic sign 
information, and the continuous development of computer 
vision technology gives us a whole new approach to solv-
ing this problem based on artificial intelligence.
YOLO (You Only Look Once) is a deep neural net-
work-based target detection algorithm, the core idea of 
which is to transform the target detection problem into a 
regression problem by directly predicting the class and 
location of the target through a single convolutional neu-
ral network.YOLO divides the image into multiple grids, 
each of which is responsible for predicting a fixed number 
of bounding boxes as well as the probability of the class 
of these bounding boxes . In the prediction phase, YOLO 
only needs to perform one forward propagation to get both 
the category and position information of the target, thus it 

has a fast processing speed and achieves real-time target 
detection. Since this is a vision-based solution, it encoun-
ters problems arising from visibility limitations such as 
light variations, occlusion and camera viewpoints, since 
the type of lens (wide-angle or telephoto lens) can deform 
the object differently than in real life.
In this study, we will review the development history of 
YOLO series, introduce the advantages and significance 
of YOLO technology in traffic information target detec-
tion, and look forward to the future development trend of 
this technology in this field by analysing the challenges 
and difficulties of current applications.

2. YOLO series development history 
and its characteristics
YOLO (You Only Look Once) is a target detection tech-
nology that identifies objects in an image by looking at 
them once. Since its debut, YOLO technology has evolved 
through several versions, each of which has been con-
tinuously optimised and improved to increase detection 
accuracy and speed. This section describes the network 
architecture of the different versions of YOLO over the 
generations and the optimisations of the current version 
with respect to the previous one.
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As shown in the figure, the framework structure of YOLO is mainly based on Convolutional Neural 
Networks (CNNs) [1], and the overall framework structure can be divided into three phases: input, feature 
extraction and prediction. 
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(1) Input Layer: receives images as input and usually uses standard size images for training and inference. 

(2) Convolutional Layers: use convolutional operations to extract image features. These convolutional layers 
are usually used in conjunction with activation functions (e.g., ReLU) to introduce nonlinearities. In YOLOv3, 
DBL is the basic component which consists of convolution, bulk normalisation (BN) and Leaky ReLU activation 
functions [2]. 

(3) Pooling layer: reduce the spatial size of the feature map by downsampling operations, commonly used 
pooling methods are maximum pooling and average pooling. These operations help to extract higher level 
features and reduce the amount of computation. 

(4) Darknet Layer: in YOLO, Darknet [3] is a series of modules consisting of convolutional and pooling 
layers for extracting multi-scale features. As YOLO versions evolve, the structure of Darknet is optimised, e.g. 
darknet-53 in YOLOv3. 

(5) Fully Connected Layer: In earlier versions of YOLO, the fully connected layer was used to convert 
feature mappings into predicted values, including the bounding box coordinates and category probabilities of the 
target. However, as YOLO evolved, the fully connected layer was gradually replaced by convolutional layers for 
more efficient feature extraction and prediction. 

(6) Output layer: outputs the detection results as bounding box coordinates and category probabilities of the 
target. In YOLO, the output processing consists of applying non-maximal suppression (NMS) to filter the 
overlapping bounding boxes [4] to obtain the final target detection results. 

2.2 YOLO development history 

Inspired by the structure of GoogLeNet [5] in 2016, Redmon et al [6] first proposed the YOLO target 
detection concept, where target detection can be accomplished through a single forward propagation for 
real-time processing.The YOLOv1 input divides the image into s × s grid regions, and 24 convolutional layers 
are used for extracting the image features, and 2 fully-connected prediction of bounding box and category 
probability layers are used to obtain s × s feature vectors. All vectors in the prediction stage are to be passed 
through the NMS and finally a box with the highest confidence is retained to generate the result.The YOLOv1 
algorithm has a simple framework is fast and requires only one regression on the image and can meet the criteria 
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Fig.2 Architecture of modern object detectors
(1) Input Layer: receives images as input and usually uses 
standard size images for training and inference.
(2) Convolutional Layers: use convolutional operations 
to extract image features. These convolutional layers are 
usually used in conjunction with activation functions (e.g., 
ReLU) to introduce nonlinearities. In YOLOv3, DBL is 
the basic component which consists of convolution, bulk 
normalisation (BN) and Leaky ReLU activation functions 
[2].
(3) Pooling layer: reduce the spatial size of the feature 
map by downsampling operations, commonly used pool-
ing methods are maximum pooling and average pooling. 
These operations help to extract higher level features and 
reduce the amount of computation.
(4) Darknet Layer: in YOLO, Darknet [3] is a series of 
modules consisting of convolutional and pooling layers 
for extracting multi-scale features. As YOLO versions 
evolve, the structure of Darknet is optimised, e.g. dark-
net-53 in YOLOv3.
(5) Fully Connected Layer: In earlier versions of YOLO, 
the fully connected layer was used to convert feature 
mappings into predicted values, including the bounding 
box coordinates and category probabilities of the target. 
However, as YOLO evolved, the fully connected layer 
was gradually replaced by convolutional layers for more 
efficient feature extraction and prediction.
(6) Output layer: outputs the detection results as bounding 
box coordinates and category probabilities of the target. 
In YOLO, the output processing consists of applying 
non-maximal suppression (NMS) to filter the overlapping 
bounding boxes [4] to obtain the final target detection re-
sults.

2.2 YOLO development history
Inspired by the structure of GoogLeNet [5] in 2016, Red-
mon et al [6] first proposed the YOLO target detection 
concept, where target detection can be accomplished 
through a single forward propagation for real-time pro-
cessing.The YOLOv1 input divides the image into s × s 
grid regions, and 24 convolutional layers are used for ex-

tracting the image features, and 2 fully-connected predic-
tion of bounding box and category probability layers are 
used to obtain s × s feature vectors. All vectors in the pre-
diction stage are to be passed through the NMS and finally 
a box with the highest confidence is retained to generate 
the result.The YOLOv1 algorithm has a simple frame-
work is fast and requires only one regression on the image 
and can meet the criteria for real-time detection. The loss 
function is simple and easy to train and adjust. However, 
for small and overlapping targets its accuracy is not high, 
the error is large, there is a leakage of false detection, the 
performance is not as good as advanced two-stage target 
detection algorithms such as R-CNN.
In 2017, based on YOLOv1 Redmon et al [7] proposed 
YOLOv2 that can detect more than 9000 categories, 
YOLOv2 improves on the problems of v1 version, and its 
performance is better in predicting small and overlapping 
targets.YOLOv2 is inspired by Visual Geometry Group 
[8] and Network -in-Network [9] to introduce Batch Nor-
malisation and high resolution classifiers to improve the 
network structure. K-means clustering algorithm is added 
at the input side to determine the number of prediction 
frames, and the input image size is changed to make it 
perform better in small target detection, improving the de-
tection accuracy and speed. The mean accuracy (mAP) on 
VOC12 was improved by 15.5%.
Since YOLOv2 a classifier can only detect a fixed number 
of objects and cannot handle variable number of objects, 
it requires a large amount of memory and computational 
resources, and it is difficult to train and tune the model.
In 2018 Redmon et al [10] proposed YOLOv3 again with 
a deeper network structure Darknet-53.YOLOv3 was 
inspired by the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [ 11] 
inspired by adding a Neck layer between the backbone 
network and the prediction layer to avoid feature informa-
tion loss. It also introduces multi-scale prediction that can 
detect three targets at the same time to improve the detec-
tion of different sized targets, and the average accuracy of 
YOLOv3 on VOC12 and VOC17 is 79.30% and 31.00%, 
respectively.
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With the development of deep learning techniques, many 
new methods have been able to introduce the YOLO al-
gorithm to improve the detection performance.In 2020, 
based on the YOLOv3 version, Bochkovskiy et al [12] 
built YOLOv4 [13].YOLOv4 adopts the CSP (cross stage 
partial connections) module [14 ] of CSPDarknet53 as 
the base network, introducing CIoU (Complete-IoU) 
loss function [15] and Mish activation function [16], by 
optimising the training process in order to improve the 
detection accuracy and speed. Meanwhile, the SPP (Spatial 
Pyramid Pooling) module [17] is introduced in the Neck 
layer, and the FPN+PAN module [18] is used instead of 
the FPN module to further improve the detection accura-
cy and speed. The combination of these techniques has 
enabled YOLOv4 to achieve excellent performance in 
several target detection tasks. The disadvantage is that 
it may lead to an increase in computational resource re-
quirements due to the adoption of more complex network 
structures and algorithms.
YOLOv5 [19] adopts a lightweight network structure and 
a new training strategy to achieve faster detection and 
high accuracy target localisation. Mosaic data enhance-
ment is introduced to strengthen the effect on small target 
detection.YOLOv5 pays special attention to the perfor-
mance in real application scenarios, and therefore focuses 
on the real-time and ease of use of the model while main-

taining high accuracy. The disadvantage of YOLOv5 is 
that it adopts a shallow network structure, which affects 
its detection accuracy in some complex scenes.
In 2022, Li et al [20] proposed YOLOv6, which is mainly 
oriented to industrial applications, and it focuses on both 
detection accuracy and inference efficiency to meet the 
industrial demand for real-time object detection.YOLOv6 
optimally designs a more concise and effective Efficient 
Decoupled Head, which maintains the accuracy while fur-
ther reducing the general decoupled head that imposes an 
additional latency overhead, adopting Anchor-free no lon-
ger using anchor frame assistance, while using SimOTA 
[21] label assignment strategy and SIoU [22] bounding 
box regression loss to further improve the learning effect. 
In the same year, Alexey et al. designed YOLOv7, which 
employs a lightweight optimisation strategy for better ar-
rangement on mobile devices, and has been widely used 
in the field of autonomous driving and UAV applications. 
In terms of architecture, YOLOv7 proposes an extended 
E-ELAN based on ELAN (Efficient Layer Aggregation 
Network) [23]. The new E-ELAN does not change the 
gradient transfer path of the original architecture at all, 
and it uses group convolution to increase the base of add-
ed features and combines different groups of features by 
shuffle and merge cardinality, an operation that enhances 
the features learned from different feature maps.

Table 1 Detection results of different YOLO versions
YOLO version dimension FPS/s mAP/%

YOLOv1 PASCAL VOC07 448 63.40
YOLOv2 PASCAL VOC07 416 78.60
YOLOv3 MS COCO17 416 35 31.00
YOLOv4 MS COCO17 608 65 43.50
YOLOv5 MS COCO17 640 170 41.20
YOLOv6 MS COCO17 640 98 52.80
YOLOv7 MS COCO17 1280 16 56.80

3. YOLO in the field of traffic sign rec-
ognition
YOLO target detection technology has been widely used 
in various fields, including construction, medical, agricul-
ture, autonomous driving, drones, etc. The rise of YOLO 
technology in traffic sign recognition research mainly 
stems from the continuous development of autonomous 
driving technology, and YOLO technology enables re-
al-time target detection, which is crucial for autonomous 
driving vehicles. With the increasing complexity of traffic 
networks, autonomous driving systems need to recognise 

traffic signs quickly and accurately in various situations to 
ensure driving safety. At the same time, traffic authorities 
need an efficient and reliable way to monitor and maintain 
traffic signs on the road.

3.1 Early traffic sign target detection
Early traffic sign target detection is mainly divided into 
colour-based detection algorithms and shape-based target 
detection algorithms. In the study of colour-based detec-
tion algorithms, how to separate the traffic signs from the 
background image is the key issue in the study.In 2003, 
Benallal et al [24] split each colour component in the 
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RGB colour space according to the gradient difference, so 
as to separate the traffic signs and the background colour. 
However, the image information in RGB colour space is 
easily affected by external lighting conditions, so in 2007 
Zhu Shuangdong et al [25] shifted the research field from 
RGB colour space to HSI colour space, which is a colour 
saturation space that can effectively eliminate the influ-
ence of external ambient lighting image information [26], 
the disadvantage is that the HSI colour space is easily 
affected by noise. In 2012 Chang et al [27] introduced the 
method of backtracking intra-group standard deviation on 
the basis of this principle to improve the performance of 
this detection method.
Shape based traffic sign target detection is less likely to be 
affected by the lighting environment compared to colour 
based target detection.Hoffman Transform[28] is the most 
commonly used method for shape based target detection, 
which takes advantage of the fact that all traffic sign 
shapes are regular shapes such as triangles, quadrilaterals, 
etc.However, the method is computationally expensive.In 
2007 Paulo et al[29] set up multiple controllable regions, 
using Harris point predictor to predict the shape features 
in the region and search for regular shape targets.In 2015 
Tang Kai et al[30] proposed fusion multi-scale algorithm, 
which fuses colour information, shape information, size 
information and other aspects for target detection. Chang 
Faliang et al [31] integrated RGB colour space and HIS 
colour space for extracting traffic sign information from 
image information, this algorithm performs better than 
single feature target detection.
In 2014 Girshick et al [32] proposed a candidate target re-
gion based detection algorithm RCNN This algorithm can 
accurately detect the target object based on the features 
extracted from the candidate region, and at the same time 
can complete the semantic segmentation task based on the 
classification regression bounding box.He et al [33] opti-
mised on the basis of RCNN by adding SPP layer space 
in the middle of convolutional and fully connected layers 
pyramid pooling structure, this algorithm no longer ex-
tracts features from each candidate frame, and its comput-
ing speed is accelerated by tens of times. In the same year 
Girshick et al [34] proposed Fast R-CNN on this basis to 
further optimise the algorithm.

3.2 YOLO-based traffic sign target detection
The rise of deep learning provides a completely new re-
search direction for image recognition, deep learning has 
a strong feature learning ability, due to the internal struc-
ture contains multiple neural network layers, theoretically 
can be covered to any function, the larger and richer the 
dataset is, the better it performs, and at the same time, 
adjusting the internal parameters can also improve its rec-

ognition ability.
In 2016 Redom et al [35] designed the YOLO network, 
which requires only a single forward propagation to com-
plete the target detection task.The YOLO network has a 
significant speed improvement compared to the RCNN 
network, but the first generation version is not effective 
in detecting small targets.In 2017 Zhang et al. applied 
the YOLO algorithm to traffic sign detection.Compared 
to other?target detection algorithm time was reduced by 
0.017 seconds [36-38]. In the same year the team made 
public the CCTSDB traffic sign target detection dataset 
[39].Benjumea et al [40] modified the Neck layer and 
network structure to improve the accuracy of small target 
detection.In 2018 Yu et al [41] designed a fusion model 
based on the YOLOv3 and VGG19 networks to detect 
traffic signs in autonomous driving using the sequential 
relationship between the images, and its accuracy of 
detecting traffic signs is more than 90%.Dewi et al [42] 
augmented training of existing dataset by generating traf-
fic sign images through generative adversarial network 
and the average accuracy on YOLOv3, YOLOv4 model is 
84.9%, 89.33%.Gao et al [43] conducted test experiments 
on YOLOv4 for traffic sign sign signals and the results 
show that YOLOv4 has better image recognition perfor-
mance. Pan Huiping et al [44] used YOLOv4 in combi-
nation with the SPP module to lift the original network’s 
limitation on image size, modified the size of the source 
image captured by the car recorder in order to increase the 
receptive field, and greatly improved the detection of traf-
fic signs with an average accuracy of 99.0%. In the same 
year, Natarajan et al [45] proposed a convolutional neural 
network consisting of four branched weights to identify 
traffic signs, this network structure has lower complexity 
and fewer parameters compared to the network structure 
used in previous studies, which accelerated the recogni-
tion speed.In 2019 Li et al [46] replaced the n × n con-
volution of YOLOv4 with n × 1 and 1 × n convolutions 
to reduce the convolutional layer complexity, reducing 
the computational cost, and this classifier has better per-
formance in recognising traffic signs.Qian et al [47] used 
composite data enhancement to augment the model inputs, 
and designed a multi-scale YOLOv5 feature fusion net-
work, which improves the model’s performance of detect-
ing and processing traffic signals.Mao et al [48] optimised 
the architecture of YOLOv7 based on the introduction of 
the SIoU loss function to improve YOLOv7’s ability to 
detect traffic signs.2022 Omran Nacir et al [49] used a mi-
gration learning approach from classification to detection, 
pre-processed the training images with data enhancement, 
added luminance variations to simulate different lighting 
conditions, saturation to increase the effect of old and new 
signs, position and scale variations, and finally introduced 
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clipping to simulate different levels of occlusion.2022 
Aisha Batool et al [50] proposed an Extreme Learning 
Machine based traffic sign detection method, which set a 
new record for the detection accuracy of the GTSRB, ad-
vancing the progress of research in this field.

4. Summary and outlook
With the continuous development of YOLO series tech-
nology, the traffic sign target detection technology based 
on YOLO has been relatively mature and has been applied 
in real autonomous driving scenarios. However, vehicles 
equipped with ITS may encounter complex situations 
during road travelling, and there are still many difficulties 
that need to be solved in this field, among which several 
major difficulties need to be solved as follows:
(1). Impact of the natural environment on traffic signs
As most of the traffic signs placed outdoors, so it is very 
vulnerable to extreme weather and other impacts lead to 
traffic sign damage, on both sides of the road for a long 
time in the wind and rain, the sign itself will have varying 
degrees of discolouration and aging, which will inevitably 
increase the difficulty of detecting and identifying traffic 
signs, light irradiation varying in intensity will increase 
the difficulty of detecting and identifying traffic signs, 
when faced with the light when the traffic signs will be 
reflective, when the back of light when the When facing 
the light traffic signs will be reflective, when the back to 
the light when the colour will be dark, in the night driving 
will also encounter such problems.
(2). Effects of filming while the vehicle is in motion
Drivers driving vehicles, due to some sections of the road 
situation is unknown so driving speeds fast and slow, 
encountered a bumpy road when the vehicle-mounted re-
corders captured images may be blurred, or even deforma-
tion, the uncertainty of these images captured while driv-
ing the vehicle will increase the difficulty of detecting and 
identifying the traffic signs themselves may also be due to 
certain physical factors leading to the shape of the rotating 
or deformed, will affect the vehicle-mounted recorders to 
detect and identify the traffic signs. Recorder detects and 
identifies traffic signs.
(3). Shading and the impact of small targets
Vehicles travelling on the highway are likely to be affect-
ed by such as tree branches falling onto the traffic signs, 
traffic signs placed in a crowded mutual blocking, people 
walking to cover the traffic signs and other effects, and 
the traffic signs themselves in the shape of the volume is 
small, all of which will affect the effectiveness of traffic 
sign detection and recognition.
Possible future optimisation directions directions for this 
family of algorithms are:

(1). Higher recognition accuracy and real-time perfor-
mance. With the deep development of deep learning tech-
nology, the performance of YOLO series algorithms is ex-
pected to be further improved. By optimising the network 
structure and improving the training strategy, the accuracy 
and real-time performance of traffic sign recognition can 
be further improved to meet more complex traffic envi-
ronments and higher application requirements.
(2). Multimodal data fusion. In addition to image data, 
multimodal data fusion can be combined with other sen-
sor data (e.g., radar, lidar, etc.) to improve the robustness 
and accuracy of traffic sign recognition. This multi-source 
information fusion approach can better cope with complex 
conditions such as bad weather and light changes.
(3). Optimisation for specific scenarios. The YOLO al-
gorithm can be customised and optimised for the char-
acteristics of different traffic scenarios (e.g., city roads, 
highways, country roads, etc.). By collecting traffic sign 
data for a specific scene, targeted training and tuning can 
improve the recognition performance of the algorithm in 
that scene.
(4). Lightweight model design. With the development of 
IoT and edge computing, there is an increasing demand 
for lightweight and efficient traffic sign recognition mod-
els. Future research can be devoted to designing more 
lightweight YOLO models to reduce model size and 
computational complexity, making them more suitable for 
running on resource-limited devices.
(5). Interactive and dynamic traffic sign recognition. Fu-
ture traffic systems may introduce more interactive and 
dynamic traffic signs whose information may change over 
time. Therefore, the YOLO algorithm needs to be able to 
adapt to this dynamism by recognising and interpreting 
these changing sign messages in real time.
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